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Emily Carr was a painter and writer whose lifelong inspiration was the coastal environment of British Columbia. Her later paintings of the vast Canadian West reflect the dramatic impact of her encounters with the indigenous peoples. Emily Carr created works of art that reflect the dramatic impact of her encounters with the indigenous peoples of the Pacific Northwest Coast.

Emily Carr: A National Treasure

Emily Carr captured the wild landscapes of early 1900s British Columbia in paintings so vivid you can almost hear them, writes Laura. Emily Carr - National Gallery of Canada Emily Carr University of Art + Design was founded in 1925 and is one of British Columbia’s oldest post-secondary institutions and one of the world’s leading. Emily Carr was a painter and writer whose lifelong inspiration was the coastal environment of British Columbia. Her later paintings of the vast Canadian West reflect the dramatic impact of her encounters with the indigenous peoples of the Pacific Northwest Coast.

Emily Carr created works of art that reflect the dramatic impact of her encounters with the indigenous peoples of the Pacific Northwest Coast.